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Darren “Stirlo” Pearce wasn’t at double wicket Edition

Round 10 (13&14) Season 42, Issue 8

Double Wicket Super Special and your chance to win over $1000 in
Cash from The Growl

A Grade
Loads of runs.

Bears make More runs than last 3 seasons combined. 86 to P Edwards,
30 to E Garrett and A Chow. Only D “Stirlo” Pearce cut off below the

knee roll stopped R Baker making a ton leaving the bears all out for 217.
Draw loads of rain week 2…but wait for The Growl next issue to hear

about even more runs!

B 1Day Grade
Rnd 13 – Loads of runs M Beazley made 83 to get the bears to 204 from
39.2 with handy contributions all through the order especially R Ayoub
with 40. S Kendall destroyed the opposition with 5-34 on return to get the
bears home comfortably.
Rnd 14 – Rain…More Rain, very similar to A Grade

B Reserve Grade
Bowling with 8 in the side at the start of the day R Wallace with 4-66 and

J Smart 4-56 on a hot day wasn’t good enough to stop the opposition
reaching 208 after having them 6-24 early on. With R Wallace and E

Hyder both making 24 being the only notable contributions to the total the
bears struggled to a draw 6 down.

C 1Day Grade
Rnd 13 – Bears bowl first. Winstons 0-16 off 8 is all we can say about the
bowling. Bears need to chase down 350 from their 40 overs. Ouch!!!
Bears don’t quite get there. T Eales made 46 as the bears were all out for
138 in 37 overs.
Rnd 14 – Rain…More Rain, very similar to A Grade
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C Grade
Bears bat first and score a large and very handy 270 runs J

Creedy made 32, M Croucher got 27, Stand in skipper made a
nice 20 and a pair of 19’s to B Fraser and K Thong Helped by M
Irwins 4 and a solid 3 form S Shah and not forgetting D Badgers
single, M MCathie was left not out for 0. J Creedy backed up his

runs to have the opposition 2 down at stumps before the next
weeks rain brought the game to a draw.



No report the lazy sods. Probably tired from all that
batting….oooh err

Very wet not much
A Grade – P Edwards

Congratulations to Squeaka. 86 batting at 5 after a shaky start. Last man out with the
score a very respectable one. Cracking innings. Although The Growl has seen the Squeaka
bat before so being honest it was probably pretty dull, unless you were in the slips where the
ball probably flew regularly to get him his score.
B-1 Day – Rnd 13 - M Beazley (yawn again), Shawn Kendall.

Congratulations to Beazer.  Made 81. Look im not going to go on about this ive
written about 67 of these for Beazer this year already and im bored with it. Lots of runs. Yawn

Congratulations to Shawno. Been out for ages thanks to an injury. Immediately
showed whats been missing got a 5-34 from his 8 overs. Great! well done. However The
Growl saw a rumour on the Website that he hit his 2nd ever 6 for the club. He only scored 12,
50% of them were from one massive smash over the boundary for 6. It was a Barra Brui so
lets check. Shawno, did it go between the light poles on the side where the hill goes down? If
it did it was a dot ball. Please let it have gone somewhere else!
B- Res –  R Wallace, J Smart.

Nice work to Gandalf. 4-66 in a side with 8 players and a couple of late helpers had
the opposition rolling at 4-26 on a hot hot day. Bowled 13 overs to boot and top scored with
23. Apparently the opposition didn’t like the swing.

Nice work to NotVery. Bowled 17 overs on a hot day for 4-66. same a Gandalf without
the runs, the swing or the talent and  the beard.
C-1 Day- Rnd 13 – T Eales

Nice work to Ealesey? Can ewe use that one being as we already have a very similar
one? Smashed 46 with the bears in dire straits. The Growl would like to apologise for thinking
about putting in something about it being money for nothing or some other crap pun. oh god
help me its stuck in my head. great work on the runs by the way
C- Res – Nah nobody did anything enough to be worth a mention

.

Round 10 v West Pymble @ Koola Park

A Grade

Round 7(9/10) Performances worth a mention

This growl does not contain stats cos
its mid next round now and that would

all be too hard!

Don’t forget you can win a stack of
cash in our new Competition on the

back page!



Round 10 – S Kendall. 5-34 and 12(including the 6)
Shawno who D.O.C.S have a file on 4 feet thick since the car locking incident! On his return
to the team after a lengthy injury lay off got wickets, read the stats, he also scored 12.
However forget all that. In his 120th(unconfirmed) game for the club having scored 2309 runs
for the club he finally hit his second career six for the bears. Many have suggested he is the
slightly overweight Bradman however this round he confirmed his far superior abilities to the
Don by comprehensively passing him in the ever so exciting race between them to finish first
in the most sixes competition, one for Australia, and one for the Bears,(a far superior outfit
who play on far larger fields) Shawno has been confirmed as the outright winner by one entire
6(at least)

Previous Winners

1 Chris Wall 93
2 Peter Edwards 6-29 & 41 & 2-fa
3 Brent Banning 60 & 1-19
4 Greg Swanson 2-12 & 15 & 3-37 & 14
5 Matt Beazley 56
6 Tony Eales 309 & 42
7 Chris Patterson 98 & 8-5-0-7
8 Dave Kelly 77
9 Edwardian Hyder 61

Boosted by a very good performance from B1 debutant Matt Beazley (81) and the triumphant return of the
club's most injury prone player, S Kendall (5-34 from 8) we started the new year well. Batting first we lost
Ken early but Ricko (40) and Matt batted aggressively and with more than a smidgeon of luck to demoralise
the opposition. Other batting performances worth a mention include our utility number eleven batting at 4
who scored more this dig (21) in  than the rest of the season combined, Tony Bertoncello (18) looked good
before being run-out, and to confirm the message board rumour : S  Kendall (12) bludgeoned a half tracker
into the square boundary fence for possibly his second six ever. Anyway, with the return of Shaun and a
rested and refreshed bowling attack we were confident with our 204 on the board and indeed, other than 7
and 8 making 20's, the opposition were never
really in the game.

Once again thank you to those who helped us out in order to get 10.5 on the field. The 0.5 represents young
James from the next generation of Ayoub's who was without doubt the fastest fielder on the ground and
batted up a storm (approx 10 - incl a 4) against a reduced bowling attack (the opposition are to be
commended) in the final over or so of our innings.

Yardly

B 1Day Grade
Rnd 13 – Roseville  @ Barra Brui Sports Field

Player of the Round



Well the first day of our match against the bottom side Neutral Bay Jets was looking extremely dire
indeed, having only 7 players and to make it worse, they won the toss and elected to bat in pretty
warm conditions. Thankfully Eds mate Tim Mara put his hand up to play, even though he had never
played cricket before.

So we took to the field with only 8 players but the next hour was truly remarkable.  By the end of the
first hour, we had then 6-24. Smarty and Robbie Wallace opened the bowling and supported by an
enthusiastic, if thin, field we really put them under a lot of pressure. Our resident pommie opening
duet were simply on fire in hot but swinging conditions. Robbie Wallace showed he is a master of
the swinging ball, with 3 wickets where he bamboozled the batsmen with a moving pill. Smarty was
chucking them down with some real venom, and buoyed by some sharp fielding the Bears had
turned an adverse situation into one of strength.  However after about 90 minutes we started to tire
and the opposition had their best player from last season in at the crease. They played very smart
cricket taking advantage of our tiring team, who had only 3 regular bowlers in operation.  The field
was fast and clearly their best bat was taking advantage of Primrose, scoring relatively freely. They
put on 135 for the 8th wicket which shifted the advantage to them, but we managed to stay in the
hunt, Farzy showing he will be a potent weapon with the ball in future games snaring the last couple
of wickets to roll them for 209.  Their gun bat was 109 not out.

Moony very kindly responded to an SOS and despite his foot giving him grief, threw his hand up to
open the batting. We had 29 overs to negotiate, we didn’t need to go crazy, just needed to stay
there. However the Jets bowlers took advantage of the changing conditions and used the new ball
well. Moony went in the 4th over for a quacker, bringing in Rob Wallace. Muddo was doing really
well at the other end, playing a very sensible and patient knock, exactly what was required at the
time. Robbie was happy to chance his arm, so we kept the runs ticking by while soaking up the
overs. These two did really well and got to the 14th over when Robbie got cleaned up by a good pill.
Enter a man in form – Big Ed Hyder.  The man is on fire. He simply played smart and when the bad
ball came, it was gone. His scoring shots of 4,1,2,4,1,4,4,4 show how well he was hitting them.  He
put on a very valuable partnership with Muddo before Muddo copped a ball jagging back from their
lefty, bowling him. A sensible knock, made 8 but the key was he soaked up ball after ball – and in
some way it saved our bacon.  3-56 became 5-65 and 6-66 very, very quickly. Tim came in and got
6 runs including a boundary in his first ever innings, then Swanny was out first ball and Ed a few
balls later.

This left Smarty and I with about 4 overs to go.  We had a problem – a big, big problem.  Being so
short, we only had one more man to come in.  Farzy! He had gone to his car to sort out some work,
and we couldn’t find him!  It basically meant that if Smarts or I got out until we found him, he could
have been timed out, and we lost first innings. Thankfully Swanny found him, but not before having
to face 10 balls without knowing where he was.  We saw it out until the end of play to be 6-68
chasing 209. We had Jezza and Mac-Mac to come in the following week and it was going to be a
challenge to get the total but we were keen.

Unfortunately the rain spoiled our party, but I will happily take the match abandoned points.

We have West Pymble this coming weekend. B Res need to get back on track as the wheels have
fallen off somewhat.  A good showing against West Pymble will put us in with a great shot at making
the semis.  I think we all know we can do really well this season so lets get back to the way we
started the season, enjoying the game, giving it 100% and most importantly, playing as a team.

Bring on Sat!
Mugsy

Rnd 10 v Neutral Bay Jets @ Primrose Park

B- Res



Nah nothing here that resembles a report

Umm zippo in the report pile from this pack of jokers too

C 1day Grade(The Winstonables!)

C - Grade

Round 10 v Kirribilli Crusaders @ Naremburn Upper

Rnd 13 v Lindfield PGLG@ Chatswood High School

The Last chance to order baggies or Shirts
Baggies 40+ bucks

Shirts $20.

Check the website for details!
The orders will be placed at the end of this

week.

Warning!!! do not turn to the last page if
you have a weak constitution!

Small children are requested not to look.



Double Wicket

The Leaderboard
Super Singles Score

Scott ‘Spida’ Davis -7

Dom “Spinking,
Warne,
Dominatrix,
Butters, The
General” Paton

-1

Len “Leaping
Lenny” Shaw 7

Bradley “GK,
GKMAX, Bradled”
Fraser

9

Steven “Sharina”
Shah 13

Brent “Anything
breast related is a
good nickname”
Banning

14

Jason “Not very,
Smarty” Smart 15

Robbie “Gandalf”
Wallace 15

Micheal “Muddo,
MudGuts, Buckets”
Gullis

22

Peter “Squeaka, Da
Squeak, Former
safest hands in
Sydney” Edwards

31

The table to the left looks a
lot like a golf leaderboard.

Spida was splendid for his
7 under.

Those that have seen
Squeaka play golf would
understand immediately
why he had 31 to his name
and not a minus sign in
sight.

However it was the entire
field for the “Single wicket”
that took place on the
recently gone Sunday.
Primarily this was the
Double wicket. However
thanks to the pathetic
turnout that had the
standard faces as you can
see (too your left), and also
thanks to our ever present
patron Bill “The Far
Superior Cricketer in the
Edwards Family” Edwards
for his continued support.

The day became an every
man for himself and all
against Banning sort of an
affair.

It was simply the Single
wicket. We had a limited
number in the field and
most of those were on the
leg side…

A SPECIAL thanks must go to
the star of the day Burger who
umpired the whole thing and
kept everyone happy by
repeatedly telling Banning to
F%*K Off and giving him out.



The Story Bit.
The Rules were : face 2 overs. Electric wickets. Burger umpires. Spin only. -4 runs
per wicket. Banning is not allowed to win.

Game 1 – Muddo. Scored 22 but against less fielder than the others. Helped by
himself not being in the field to catch everything.
Game 2 – SpinKing. Wobbled between – 5 and -1 runs. never positive even
though he did hit a 4, unless you count 0. His new bigger bat may have caused
him some fitness problems. -1
Game 3 – GK-min. Made some runs, looked tired after disease had laid him low for
most off the week, kept his score positive. Should have pulled more and smoked
less. 9
Game 4 – Spida. Facing the first ball Spida
loomed large at the crease. Playing with his
unconventional style he strode into the bowling
and planted his size 13’s all over it. Well reality
has it that he played all over a couple and got
nutmegged by the spin kin on one that Warne
would have been proud of (if really slow long hop
is a good ball). It was a futile hope for spida, 3
weeks on the beach in Hawaii was no training for
this competition. -7 runs.
Game 5 – Banning. Went out fast then flopped, a
little like his breasts. Scored with some big hits.
Got out horribly. If I was his teacher there would
be ‘can do better’ on the report card
Game 6 – Squeaka. should have been out to the
guile and deceit that is the Sharina’s spin
bowling but the keeper dropped a sitter. Always
likely to top the league stages. 31. Extremely dull
to watch.
Game 7 – NotVery. Played straight and worked
the gaps. Clearly desperate to be in front of
Banning and blocked out his last two balls to
ensure banning went out. Job Done.15
Game 8 – Leaping lenny. Hit 5 sixes to the
longest part of the ground off Squeakas bowling
unfortunately he then got out every ball after that
when Squeaka feined an injury and his dad Bill
finished his over and then bowled the next. 7
wickets in comparison to the 5 miserable
pathetic balls Squeaka had bowled. 7
Game 9 – Gandalf. The chants of “One Shot,
You’ve only got one shot” rang out loud and long
during Gandalfs innings. Well it was 1 run more
than Banning got so really who cares. 15

Gandalf displays his full range
range of shots
Ball Over 1 Over 2
1

2

3

4

5

6



The next bit -  Things Get Complicated.

Squeaka decided how these rules worked. The top four scores of the last bit played
off doing the same again.
Twenty minutes after it started the draw for the super fours was complete. The first
bit to decide that Gandalf batted first and NotVery went second was really quick.
About 8 seconds using the all spin a bat and the odd one out bats then repeat.
Unfortunately when Muddo and Squeaka tried this with 2 people they had many
many draws. When they weren’t  squabbling about draws they were argueing over
who was the odd one out when one bat landed flat side and the other the ridges bit
at the back up. A coin was called for. No one had a brass razoo on them. Most
people were suggesting they just pick a side of the bat each and spin one bat… but
no Squeaka was back onto the both of them spinning a bat having seen an angle.
Fast forward in time and eventually Squeaka batted third and muddo last.

Game 1 – Gandalf. “ ” played one shot and made 14.

Game 2 – NotVery didn’t have a shot and suffered to be 12.

Game 3 – Squeaka had a shot and found the boundary several times for 26.

Game 4 – Muddo. Found that his bat didn’t always cover the stumps and made a
lots of outs 9.

The Result – end bit
Well Squeaka and Gandalf won it. That’s about it no fireworks. No dancing
girls.

Whose Arse is it Anyway?

The Growl can think of no finer way to
end this marvellous and yet in many
many ways pointless edition of The
Growl than with a competition.

$1000 in hard cold Cash to the first
person who can correctly guess whose
arse this is.

And Don’t forget to order shirts and stuff. Its
not hard its $20 and its all done for you all you
have to do is send in an email!


